
 

Maximus Mega Slabs - Big Slabs for Big Ideas

RAK Ceramics brings Italian Opulence to India by launching Maximum Mega Slabs

BIG SLABS FOR BIG IDEAS

We have created a world where BIG is Beautiful, with visually expanded spaces, fewer design interruptions, and
endless possibilities.

Maximus mega slabs have such clean and dynamic aesthetics, that they are an excellent choice to make a room
feel immediately more refined. This helps create spaces that feel special as if they’re stress-free escapes. These
slabs can be found in a range of understated colors and textures that make a room feel cozier. The color
choices are nearly limitless, from striking blacks and forest greens and deep reds to soft creams, relaxing
charcoals, and soothing off-whites.

These slabs are less expensive than stone and look just the same. They can be patterned to look just like any
kind of granite or marble.

Maximus mega Slabs, displaying elegant veins are available in Classy marble and granite, stone and wood
patterns in 100 plus designs to create surreal ambiances. From stone to concrete, metal, and even wood,
porcelain slabs has a look that can be easily adapted. 

Features of Maximus Mega Slabs
Maximus Mega Slabs require fewer grout lines and hence less of cleaning and maintenance. They are
extremely durable and strong at 9 mm thickness. 
They are scratch- and spill-resistant as well. It’s hard, which means it’s difficult to damage the surface in
any way. 
This includes the kind of scratches that may result from knives or dropped items. 

It also includes even harsher impacts. If you drop a heavy pot on porcelain tile, it won’t crack. It also has a very
low porosity. This means that it has fewer, smaller pores for the liquid to get into and stain. That essentially
means porcelain tile is great at rejecting the absorption of liquid. This is what makes it such a great choice for
kitchens and bathrooms. It doesn’t decay or deteriorate its rejection of humidity means it won’t warp, stain, or
malformed. 

It will reject moisture and remain easy to clean even in very humid environments. A spill won’t stain, even if you
don’t notice it at first and only get it cleaned up later.

As porcelain slab countertops, flooring, shower walls, backsplashes, and more, the material is very long-lasting. 

Available Sizes:-

Maximus Slabs are available in 4 gigantic sizes with 9mm thickness:-

120x240cm; 90x180cm; 80x160cm; 120x120cm

Available Textures / Finishes:-

Maximus Mega Slabs are available in the below finishes/textures:-

PGVT

HIGH GLOSS

SATIN MATT

SOFT MATT & HARD MATT

MATT

LAPATTO
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AVAILABLE SKUs:-

PGVT: -   54 NOS

HIGH GLOSS: -  82 NOS

SATIN MATT:- 20 NOS

SOFT MATT & HARD MATT:-  24 NOS

MATT:-  16 NOS

LAPATTO:- 3 NO

Further Read: 
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